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Abstract: The IR radiations emitted by Thermal Imaging systems are captured by passive sensors for all the
objects having temperature overhead the absolute zero. This method of detection was initially settled for
surveillance and night vision device for military purposes, but are now economically more viable, hence there is a
wider scope of application than ever. The illumination complications of normal Greyscale and RGB cameras are
significantly reduced when this sensor is positioned in vision system. This paper produces real time application of
thermal imaging system i.e. application in agriculture, medical diagnosis, detection, tracking and recognition of
humans along with their facial expressions. Further, this paper explains the natural surroundings of thermal
radiation and the imaging system technology.
Present paper has the following further sections: section 2 contains the definition of thermal radiation. Section 3 is
about the machinery of thermal camera. Section 4 describes the application area and the survey of the work done
so far. Section 5 contains brief summary and discussions regarding deployment of thermal cameras.
Keywords Thermal imaging system, IR radiation, Medical diagnosis, agriculture, Facial expression
1. Introduction
The human vision is extended by the use of thermal imaging to far IR region as it utilizes the light emitted by
warm objects. The human eye lacks response in the absence of light in the 0.4µm to 0.7µm range, hence the
device that can create the image by generating the dominant energy in low light conditions is needed. The photons
emitted by the human body must be captured by the night eye as these dominate energy when solar radiations are
absent. Moreover, the night eye should have spectral reaction where significant, emissivity, temperature and
reflective differences exist in the scene. This is mandatory to make sure that the radiation pattern is sufficiently
similar to the corresponding visual reflectivity ethics in order to make the visual interpretation of the converted
scene possible. This spectral sensitivity must align with an atmospheric transmission window which doesn’t
overly absorb the desired radiation [1].
The complexity of generating the thermal image may be esteemed by taking into account the perfection of human
eye because of which it generates the visible images. The human eye is a perfect sensor of visible light in three
aspects. First, the spectral response of the human eye lies between 0.4 µm - 0.7 µm which coincides with the peak
of solar spectral output. Around 38% of the solar radiant energy is concentrated in this band, and terrestrial
objects tend to have a good reflectivity. Second, the retinal radiation detectors make the human eye an ideal
quantum noise limited device as they have low noise at the quantum energy level in this band. Third, the retinal
detector have negligible response to the photons emitted at the body temperature thus making this long
wavelength unmask the response to desired wavelength. This optimization enables the human eye to do its
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primary function that are the detection of reflectivity differences in objects illuminated between 0.4 µm to 0.7 µm
radiations, to differentiate between patterns in this reflectivity differences and the association of these patterns
with the abstractions derived from earlier visual and sensory experiences. As the parameters like intensity,
direction and color balance change, the principal challenges are that of the dependency of images on the radiance.
The figure 1 shows the images in both the spectrum i.e. visible and IR. The purpose of introducing other sensors
in the vision system is to overcome some of the restraints mentioned above and acquire scene’s images and
corresponding information.

Figure 1 Visible and thermal image of same sight
2. Thermal Radiation
Radiations are released by every object having temperature overhead the absolute zero which is generally stated
as thermal radiation. The features and source of these radiations will be discussed in this section.
2.1 Electromagnetic range
The same goes for radiation above 14 μ-m. The typical spectral range division for near-IR and thermal cameras is
shown in table 2.The Infra-red radiations can be divided into a number of spectral regions depending on range,
hence sandwiching the IR emission in between light and microwaves having wavelength spectrum of 0.7 μ-m –
1,000 μ-m displayed in Figure 2. Table 1 [2] depicts a regular scheme signifying non- identical scientific studies
of diverse IRs. Several wavelengths present in the molecule are soaked up in the environment so that only
radiations with notable wavelengths are emitted.
Most of the absorption of IR radiations [3] is due to CO2 and H2O. The variations in wavelengths with certain
transmission of radiation (in %) is depicted in Figure 3. It also goes across molecule which is responsible for huge
transmission gaps within it. As there is a hefty atmospheric transmission gap between 5 to 8 μ-m ranges, the
cameras are insensitive here. Similar is the case for radiations above 14 μ-m. The typical spectral range division
for near-IR and thermal cameras is shown in table 2.
2.2 Radiation and immersion of IR radiation
Planck’s wavelength distribution function [4] describes the radiation caused by an object having temperature T
by:
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Figure 2 Electromagnetic range with sub divided IR range [66]
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Where  is the wavelength, h is the Planck’s constant (6.626x10-34 J-s), c is
light (2.99x108 m/s) and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant (1.3806 X 10-23 J/K).
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Table 1 IR Sub-division
IR Sub-Division

Acrony
m

Waveleng
th (  m)

Near-IR
Short-wavelength IR
Mid-wavelength IR
Long-wavelength IR
Far-IR

NIR
SWIR
MWIR
LWIR
FIR

0.7-1.4
1.4-3
3-8
8-15
15-1000
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Figure 3 Atmospheric diffusion in part of the IR region [65]
Table 2 IR Sub-division for Thermal cameras
Wavelength ( 

IR SubDivision

Acrony
m

Shortwavelength
Midwavelength
Longwavelength

SWIR

m)
0.7-1.4

MWIR

3-5

LWIR

8-14

It is evident from Figure 4 that intensity peak moves to shorter wavelengths with increase in temperature. The
radiation extends to visible spectrum for extremely hot objects, e.g. an extremely hot iron-rod. The wavelength of
the intensity peak is described by Wien’s displacement law as [5]:

max 

2.898 X 103
T

(2)

The radiations from a black body are described by Planck’s wavelength distribution function (Eq. 1). The
materials mostly studied for useful applications are assumed to be grey bodies which have a constant scale factor
of radiation between 0 and 1, this factor is called emissivity. For e.g., polished silver has a low emissivity (0.02),
human skin has an emissivity very close to 1 [6]. Gases are selective emitters having a specific absorption and
emission bands in thermal IR spectrum [3].
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Figure 4 Intensity radiation of black body versus wavelength at different temperatures

3. Thermal cameras
The first commercial thermal imaging camera was sold in 1965 for high voltage power line inspections. Since
then the utility of thermal imaging cameras for industrial applications has become a pivotal market segment for
FLIR (Forward-looking IR) systems, a later name for high voltage power lines.
The thermal imaging technology has drastically evolved since then, and thermal imaging cameras have evolved to
become compact in size and look like a digital photo camera. They are now easy to use and produce real time
crisp high resolution images making them a widely important tool for industrial applications. They are able to
detect anomalies that are generally invisible to the naked human eye, thus taking corrective preventing costly
systems going for a total breakdown. Thermal imaging cameras are used to determine the maintenance
requirements for electrical and mechanical installations as they tend to generate unusual heat before they fail.
Preventive actions can be taken by discovering these hot-spots. A thermal imaging camera is a non-invasive
instrument which scans and visualizes the temperature distribution of surfaces of a machine quickly and
accurately, thus reducing cost and saving time across the world.
3.1 Camera types
IR cameras can be used as scanning devices or a 2-D IR focal plane array. When used as a scanning device they
capture only a single point or row of an image at a time. When used as a 2-D IR focal plane array (IRFPA) all
elements are captured simultaneously with each detector element in the array. Nowadays IRFPA is the dominant
technology because it is faster, has better resolution and has no moving parts as compared to scanning devices [6].
There are 2 types of detectors used in thermal cameras: photon and thermal detectors. In Photon detectors, the
absorbed EM radiations are directly converted into a change of electronic energy distribution in a semi-conductor
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by variation of free charge carrier concentration. Whereas thermal detectors transform the absorbed EM radiations
into thermal energy causing an increase in the temperature of the detector. The electrical output of the thermal
sensor is then generated by a relative change in some of the physical properties of the object [3].
The photon detector operates in MWIR band where thermal contrast is high, which makes it very sensitive to
minor differences in the scene temperature. The photon detector in recent technologies allow for a higher frame
rate than the thermal counterpart. The drawback of these type of detector is they require cooling. To achieve
reduction in thermal noise they need to be cooled below 77oK. This was earlier achieved by using liquid Nitrogen
but is now accomplished by cyro-coolers. As the cyro-coolers have moving parts and has helium seals, they need
to be regularly serviced and replaced when required. The overall price (initial cost and maintenance) for a photon
detector is therefore higher than thermal detector system. The radiation is measured in the LWIR band by a
thermal detector. This band is used in various detector types, which will be described in the coming sections.
3.1.1 Thermal detector types
There are mainly 2 types of detectors used for developing uncooled thermal detectors: Ferroelectric and
microbolometer. Ferroelectric detectors use the ferroelectric phase transition in particular dielectric materials. At
this phase transition, small variations in temperature cause large changes in electrical polarization [8]. Barium
Strontium Titanate (BST) is used as the material in ferroelectric detectors.
A microbolometer is a specific type of resistor. VOx (vanadium oxide) and amorphous silicon (a-Si) is used in
microbolometer. The electrical resistance of a material is altered by IR radiations, which can be converted to
electrical signals and processed into an image. Microbolometer has more advantages over the ferroelectric sensors
and the VOx technology has gained the large market share. Microbolometer has greater sensitivity. The noise
equivalent temperature difference (NETD), specifying the minimum detectable temperature difference, is 0.039 oK
for VOx compared to 0.1oK for BST detectors [7]. Microbolometer has smaller pixel size on the detector,
allowing a greater spatial resolution. Also, BST detectors suffer from a halo effect, which is generally seen as a
dark ring around a bright object, which wrongly indicates a lower temperature [7].
3.2 The lens
As glass has a low transmittance % (percentage) for thermal radiation, germanium is often used for this purpose.
Germanium is a grey-white metalloid and is almost transparent to IR rays but is reflective to visible light. Since
germanium has a high price, the size of the lens becomes even more significant. The f number of an optical
system represents the ratio of focal length of its lens to the diameter of entrance pupil. So, a higher f number
indicates that the price of lens is low but at the same time, a smaller amount of radiation reaches the detector.
Uncooled cameras must have a low f number in order to maintain an acceptable sensitivity. A higher f number is
acceptable for cooled cameras as we can increase exposure time to keep the same radiation throughput. This
results in price of uncooled cameras to increase considerably with the focal length, while the price for cooled
cameras only increases slightly with the focal length. In case of very large focal lengths, cooled cameras are
cheaper than uncooled ones [8] as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 Evaluation between cooled and uncooled cameras
Features
Uncooled
Cooled
cameras
Cameras
f number
Lower
Higher
Price
Higher
Lower
sensitivity Less sensitive
More sensitive
Cooling
Vanadium Oxide Cryocoolers
resistor
3.3 Camera output
The shape and size of modern thermal cameras make them similar to visual video cameras. Also the data
transmission is done via USB, Ethernet, FireWire, or RS-232 interfaces. The greyscale is used to represent images
with a depth of 8 to 16 bits per pixel. However, the images are generally visualized in pseudo colors for better
visibility to the human eye. JPEG is used to compress Images whereas H264 or MPEG [9] is used to compress
video. The analogue devices use NTSC or PAL standards [10]. Most of the larger cameras need an external power
supply while some smaller handheld cameras are battery-driven. Uncooled cameras have thermal sensitivity of
40mK and the cooled cameras have thermal sensitivity of 20mK. The spatial resolution of commercial products
varies from 160×120 pixels to 1280×1024 pixels, and the field of view varies from 1o to 58o [11, 12, 13, and 14].
4.

Application areas

It is a great advantage to ‘see’ the temperature in various applications. The temperature can be used to detect
specific objects and can also provide information about them. This section will discuss the applications of thermal
imaging systems with 3 different categories of subjects: inanimate objects, and humans, animals and agriculture.
4.1 Surveillance
In many research fields pedestrian tracking plays a vital role, e.g. video surveillance, human-computer interaction
and automatic driving assistance systems [15-17]. But the process of tracking becomes tedious because of the
pedestrian’s appearance variability, especially in the outdoors [18]. The IR images have many unique advantages
in contrast to the visible light images. The intensity of the target object is independent of illuminating conditions
but is dependent on its temperature and radiant heat. So the tracking system can be used during day as well as
night time. The influence of color, illumination and texture on the appearance variability of the target object is
nullified by the IR images. Hence there is a latent development potential for pedestrian tracking in IR images.
Earlier, the application of IR technology was primarily in the field of military applications because of its high
cost. But now a days, the cost has dropped and developments in the field of IR technologies have made it possible
to enable its application in the industrial and civil fields as well. Research is being carried out in the field of
robust pedestrian tracking and detection using IR imagery [19-22].
The pedestrian body has unique discrimination features compared to non-pedestrian object in visible light images
such as different skin colors which can be used to develop the pedestrian representation model. The surrounding
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non pedestrian target objects’ intensities are similar to pedestrian body’s intensity in case of IR images. This
makes it difficult to develop the pedestrian’s representation model that is only dependent on its intensity. It is seen
that though the IR images enable better segmentation, the performance of current tracking algorithm is poor [23].
An interactive system for detection and tracking for several people is presented by Darrel et al. [24]. Detection
and tracking for pedestrians is done using IR systems by using the integration of information provided by three
models: a face detector, a skin detector and the disparity map. The main drawback of the system is that it depends
on a pre-defined color model when there is a significant difference in illumination conditions from the training
samples [25], the tracking performance of the system deteriorates.
A dynamic skin color model is used to solve this issue in [26]. An interesting method is presented by Harville to
track and locate multiple people in stereo images [27]. A sophisticated image analysis method [28] is used to
build the environment model before the detection process begins. After that, based on merging information from
two maps (including an occupancy map and a height map) the detection process is performed. Kalman filter is
used to implement human tracking along with deformable templates. The main drawback of this system is
that detection heuristics employed can lead to incorrectly taking people similar to human being as new objects in
the scene.
A system comprising of fixed camera is used for detection and tracking of pedestrian. The proposed system
requires the human’s head to be at the center of the field view [19]. The system takes the earlier detected
pedestrian’s head as the template using the brighter property of the head in IR images. The system then tracks the
pedestrian’s head by a template match algorithm. Kalman filter and mean shift algorithm is used in F. L. Xu et al.
to track human’s head using the brightness of the head [22]. So the current algorithm can be used to track parts of
the human being. The tracking algorithms for IR image sequences are devised solely on the characteristic of
intensity and are applied for specific environments, so the application fields and performance of them are limited.
4.2 Human Emotions
Mostly, applications begin with face detection which includes face recognition, head pose analysis or even
detection of the entire body. As the face of a person is not obstructed by clothes, a thermal camera can capture the
skin temperature of the face directly. Head detection systems based on a combination of shape and temperature is
proposed in Krotosky et al. [29] and Mekyska et al. [31]. The effects of illumination changes are eliminated when
face recognition is done using thermal cameras. This also eases segmentation step. But it also brings in some
difficulties due to different heat patterns of a subject, caused by different activity levels or emotions such as
anxiety. One of the very early approaches is neural networks [31].
The comparison of use of thermal images in face recognition to visual images is done in Colin Sky and Selinger
[32] and Wolff et al. [33] using appearance-based methods. The thermal images yield better results than visual
images at this point. However, the effects of different activity levels of the subjects and extreme ambient
temperature on recognition rate has not been tested yet. Using the techniques of polar transformation, Eigen space
projection, and classification using a multilayer perceptron [34] a thermal face recognition algorithm has been
developed. Gault et al. [35] tested the use of different parts of the face for facial recognition, and concluded that
using the upper part of the face gives a better recognition rate than using the whole face. A face recognition
system using characteristic and time-invariant physiological information as features has been proposed in
Buddharaju et al. [36, 37].
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Another task of importance is the recognition of common facial expressions. Neural networks have also been used
as an early approach [38]. This system produces good results using a sparse dataset of 120 images showing four
different expressions from one person. Jiang and Kang [39] proposed a system to recognize facial expressions by
analyzing the geometry and local characteristics. In many vision systems facial orientations are of interest. A few
researchers have proposed systems to estimate the head pose. Wu et al. [40] calculated the roll angle of frontal
face images, while Yu et al. [41] proposed a system to estimate the yaw angle of the head.
A system for detecting driver’s posture in a car is proposed in Kato et al. [42]. The face is detected at first
thereafter classification of posture is done as rightward, leftward or frontward. The distribution of heat in the face
gives information regarding the anxiety level [43], the emotion of car drivers [44], automatic blush detection [45].
The system should be able to follow the issue of interest in order to function automatically. A similar system is
proposed in Zhou et al. [46] using a particle filter tracker. Akhloufi and Bendada [47] have proposed the use of
thermal ‘faceprints’ for biomedical identification. The network of blood vessels represent the facial physiological
features. The use of thermal face images for biometric identification is proposed in Guzman et al. [48, 49]. The
exterior blood vessels are extracted from MWIR images with skeletonization.
4.3 Agriculture
Thermal imaging systems have a variety of applications in the food industry as well as agriculture. These systems
are used in the food industry as they are portable, operate in real-time, and measure temperature without contact
[50]. It is important to use a non-destructive way to minimize wastage in the quality management in food
industry. The use of thermal imaging in the food and agriculture industry is reviewed in [50] and [51]. It includes
both passive thermography and active thermography. Passive thermography deals with measurement of
temperature of the scene while in active thermography thermal energy is added to the object. Then the
temperature is measured.
To control temperature in food manufacturing passive thermography is used. The information regarding quality
(damage and bruises in food items) is generated by active thermography. A normal and bruised tissue can be
distinguished by observing their thermodynamic property. Fungal infections are also detected by thermal imaging
[52] in wheat. Though the technique cannot differentiate between various fungal species, but can tell the
difference between healthy and infected wheat grain. Classification between infected and healthy pistachio
kernels is done in [53].
4.4 Medical
The details regarding physiological processes using skin temperature distributions is provided by thermal imaging
systems. These distributions can be due to blood perfusion. High resolution cameras are used to observe minute
variations in temperature in the medical field. The information of standard anatomical investigation is further
enhanced by thermal imaging [54]. The medical applications of IR thermography are reviewed in Lahiri et al. [55]
and Ring and Ammer [56]. This technique enables the detection of malignant tumors at a very early stage as
described in [57].
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Many other medical conditions can be studied from thermal imaging, e.g. the behavior of the ciliary muscle of eye
[58], superficial temporal artery pulse [59], and facial vasculature [60]. Tissue related risks for diabetic patients
[63] and sports persons can also be detected by thermal imaging. Thermal imaging can be used to invigilate and
understand communication from people with motor impairment.
5. Discussion
The cost of thermal cameras is considerably more than that of comparable visual cameras, but the cost of
hardware is decreasing continuously and the variety of cameras is becoming wider. Simple cheap sensors
(pyroelectric IR sensor) are used in motion detectors for various applications, e.g. burglar alarm. This sensor
cannot provide any image, but detects movement of humans and animals. The thermal cameras has IR array
sensors which read temperature values in an image, which enables the system to analyze the movement, direction
and speed of an object and are thus, used in entrance counting systems. The cost of these sensors is around $50 for
8x8 pixel arrays with 2.5◦C temperature accuracy [65]. The cost increases with frame rate, resolution and accuracy
from uncooled cameras to high-end specialized cooled cameras. The cost of the very high-end cameras with even
higher frame rate and zoom can exceed $ 100,000. It is seen in this survey that there is a great scope of application
of thermal cameras. Various research fields of thermal imaging system have specific need for resolution,
sensitivity, price etc. It thus becomes imperative that variety of cameras will become larger in the coming years
and will be user friendly. The analysis of known subjects and the possible detection of unknown subjects are
solved by thermal imaging applications. In analysis of known subjects, the location of the subject is known in the
image and its property is analyzed. This analysis can be of the condition, health and type of the material. This
temperature of the subject is registered or even the images can be inspected manually. The computer based
methods use simple algorithms such as thresholding and blob detection. The location or type of the object is
known in the second type of problem. The analysis of this type begins with detection and classification of
subjects. The objective is to design an automatic system which detects or tracks particular objects. Further
advancement can be achieved by using advanced computer algorithms in order to design the automatic system.
The thermal cameras make detection step a lot easier in applications where temperature of the subject is different
than its surroundings.
The analysis of known subjects and detection of unknown subjects are witnessing a rapid expansion in
methodologies due to reduction in price of thermal cameras. The thermal cameras can be seen as an alternative to
non-contact thermometer in case of known subjects. In the other case, they can be considered as an alternate to
visual camera and are therefore of greater interest from computing view point. However, the modern trend is
inclined towards automation.
Considering the current trend, the automatic vision systems with replace manual and semi-automatic image
analysis systems. The thermal sensors nullify the disadvantages of varying illumination and need of lighting in
dark conditions. Thermal imaging systems don’t raise severe privacy concerns as compared to the visual systems.
The scarcity of textural information is a disadvantage along with reflections of thermal radiations in thermal
imaging systems. For thermal cameras to remain in demand, they must abide to reasonable cost, high resolution,
high optical zoom and wider angle lens. Thermal images are combined with other image techniques in order to
overcome so of these difficulties. However, there is still a dearth of a standardized method to calibrate thermal
sensors with other sensor which must be solved to make these systems more practical. Some pre-calibrated
thermal cameras exist today [13, 14] and it is expected they will grow in numbers in the future. With more and
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more sensors becoming available, such as 3D, near-IR, and thermal, the usual choice of a visual camera is harder
to justify.
It can be deducted from this survey that thermal sensors have benefits in a wide range of applications and the
combination of various sensors can be used to get better results in some applications. A cautious choice of sensor
will bring forward new applications and features for improvement in current applications in the future.
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